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Service Pack 2 for Rimage Software Suite versions 
8.6 – 8.7 
This document describes the changes made in Rimage 8.6 - 8.7 Service Pack 2. 

Compatibility 
Service Pack 2 is compatible with:  

Rimage Software 

 Rimage Software Suite version 8.7 

 Rimage Software Suite version 8.6 

 Rimage Stand Alone Software 8.6 

 CD Designer Software Suite 8.6 

Changes to Rimage Software Suite Components in 
RSS version 8.6 & 8.7 

Messaging Server  

RSS version 8.6 & 8.7 

  Resolved an issue where the Messaging Server database was getting corrupted (RMS-10). 

Imaging Server  

RSS version 8.6 

 Resolved an issue where layer breaks were being set for single layer movie discs (IS-103). 

RSS version 8.6 & 8.7 

 Fixed an issue where images for large span sets may be too large for disc. (IS-128) 

 Fixed an issue where Image Server responded incorrectly to “GetOrderList” command. (IS-
126) 

 

Production Server 

RSS version 8.6 & 8.7 

 The .PDF label rendering engine has been improved with this service pack to help make .PDF 
label printing more reliable, stable, and accurate.  The new engine will be used by default 
when printing .PDF labels (PS-226). 
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 Resolved an issue where raw audio images were being cut off at the end (PS-225). 

 Resolved an issue where folder creation fails when path is greater than 260 characters when 
extracting from HFS+ discs (PS-224). 

 Resolved an issue where wave files were being opened in exclusive mode (PS-218). 

 Resolved an issue where FIFO wasn’t working with Bulk Read mode (PS-213). 

 Resolved an issue where files were being created with badly named folders when extracted 
from problem discs (PS-210). 

 Resolved an issue where the No Cache option wasn’t being honored when streaming was 
being used (PS-191). 

 Resolved an issue where the write protect object wasn’t being set (PS-218). 

 Resolved an issue when printing .FDF labels to prism printers (PS-207). 

 Resolved an issue where Blu-ray discs weren’t being detected as video discs (PS-228). 

 Resolved an issue where the No ECC fill option wasn’t being honored (PS-198). 

 Resolved an issue where Automatic Bulk Read hangs after first set of discs (PS-234). 

 Resolved an issue where all available recorders weren’t being allocated to multi-copy jobs 
when the quantity is increased (PS-136). 

 Updates 5400, 5410, 3400, & 3410 autoloaders to the latest firmware. 

 Fixed an issue where recording is started before downloading to cache is complete when 
recording multi-session discs. (PS-287) 

 Fixed an issue where audio discs may fail to read TOC when copying a disc in certain 
autoloader configurations. (PS-302) 

 Fixed an issue where last two sectors of a BD-R may fail to burn correctly. (PS-295) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


